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From: James Meng <james.meng@yandex.com>

To: "press@tesla.com" <press@tesla.com>

E-Loon,

I was so disappointed to read your incredibly stupid and racist commenta� on the southern
border recently in the New York Post:

https://nypost.com/2023/09/28/musk-warns-some-pretty-extreme-individuals-entering-us-at-
southern-border/

As I've demonstrated in Russia, Germany, Canada, Luxembourg, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and Belgium in the relatively recent past, most migrants EVERYWHERE are criminals
in one way or another. Most are just running from the cops at home, or in rare cases, from guys
like Mohammed bin Salman, who is an ENORMOUS great man of our time who is better than
police by orders of magnitude at keeping societies functional. Unlike you and your Nigger-built,
Faggot-se�iced batte� powered jalopies that are �nally o�ering Soviet Ladas the chance to be
well-built antique treasures in the minds of an entire generation in the former USSR.

Tattoos signifying numbers of murder victims are therefore pretty insigni�cant, then, aren't they.
But they don't just signify the number of victims; they indicate the perpetrators' own sense of
morality and guilt about the matter. In that sense, I like the tattoos. I'd prefer to know which
migrants have killed somebody without having to run a pan-American criminal record search.
Tattooing it on your body is great. My bet is that it ends up having zero predictive capacity for
their behaviour in America anyway relative to their coho� of migrants, i.e., the ones who have
killed somebody in the past and gotten a tattoo about it are probably no more likely to kill
somebody in America than any other migrant.

Now, I know that this isn't the problem for you. Your problem is that you're a Nigger-Code
Nigger-Builder. And YOU can't do your usual Nigger-Building with a guy with a teardrop tatoo.
Can't have him in front of the press, can't take him to the club, etc. Can't put THAT Nigger-Man
in a suit the way you'd do with the oh so special ones you've already hired, can you. Those ones
the Fed printed all that money for, the ones that are just one or two Pantone shades up the
White Anglo Field Peasant food chain of adverse-selection.

Save it. Just stop talking. You're a fucking idiot.

James W. Meng
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